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Dramatis Personae
Dafythe: Duke of the Northlands, second son of the late Emperor
Eduarde Redlyon.
Ambris: Duke Dafythe’s illegitimate son, Earl of Eadeshire and
Lord High Chancellor of the Northlands; later, Regent of the
Northlands.
Margueryt (Mara): Dafythe’s legitimate daughter and heir; Prince
of Gossunge; Ambris’s half-sister.
Katheryne (Kat): Dafythe’s
nominally Prince of Eireland.

niece

and

adopted

daughter,

Laurel: niece to Lord Redmantyl, a lapsed magician and Ambris’s
second wife.
Eduarde Redlyon: the legendary 19th-century Norman Emperor;
father to Kharles IV and Dafythe of the Northlands; died in 1901.
Denys: Prince of France, Eduarde Redlyon’s elder brother, died in
the 1840s.
Diane Hartsrider: former Duke of the Northlands; first wife to
Eduarde Redlyon and mother of Kharles IV and Dafythe; died in
1881.
Marianne: Infanta of Naufarre, youngest daughter of the Emperor
of Spain; third wife to Eduarde Redlyon and mother of Juan
Maria.
Kharles IV, Emperor of the Normans, firstborn son of Eduarde
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Redlyon and Diane; Dafythe’s elder brother; died in 1939.
Kharles V, Emperor of the Normans, only surviving offspring of
Kharles IV; Dafythe’s nephew.
Juan Maria: Prince of Naufarre, youngest son of the late Eduarde
Redlyon and half-brother to Kharles IV and Dafythe.
Frederik: Marchion of Princeland, on the southern border of the
Northlands. Great-grandson of Prince Denys through an
illegitimate line.
Khystophania, Frederik’s younger sister.
Eadrik, Lord Ellsrood: Ambris’s eldest son from his first
marriage.
Eduarde, Lord Laufegcryke: Ambris’s second son from his first
marriage.
Arthur: Ambris’s third son from his first marriage, Mara’s squire.
Bertrande: Ambris’s fourth son from his first marriage, one of the
Dafythe’s heralds.
Marcius, Mathilde, and Guylliame: younger children from
Ambris’s first marriage.
Tomyas and Lauret: Laurel’s and Ambris’s children.
Yryd, Lord Redmantyl: premiere wizard of the civilized world.
Orlan: Redmantyl’s elder son.
Andemyon: Redmantyl’s younger, adopted son; Dafythe’s herald.
Othel, Lord Tuxsetau, Prime Minister of the Northlands.
Phyllida, Lady Peaque, Chief Justice of the Northlands.
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Geoffrey, Lord Rafenshighte, Chief of the Duke’s Diplomatic
Office and a suitor for Margueryt.
Uismarde: Dafythe’s Lieutenant of the armies of the Northlands.
Alyx, Belynde, Sautamie, and Martine: Friends and fellow
Shieldmaids of Margueryt’s.
Peter: Dafythe’s court magician.
Delphyn: Dafythe’s court bard.
Martleanne: Dafythe’s secretary.
Rosandre, Lord Daubenai, a visiting dignitary from the court of
Kharles V.
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Forward
This is my third story set in the Northlands. It is not, however, a
direct sequel to the first two—The Wizard’s Son and Maiden in
Light—but another part of an overarching storyline that involves
the characters that appear in all three. Sonnedragon is the story of
Prince Margueryt, heir to the Dukedom of the Northlands. It
concerns the political, martial, and magical matters of
Margueryt’s life and times. The Wizard’s Son and Maiden in
Light have a more personal theme in common, concerning
malevolent supernatural events that affect the main characters.
How my characters react or fail to react to these events drives the
narratives in those first two books.
The Wizard’s Son introduces Orlan Lightesblood, a magically
talented youth who is apprenticed to his father, the powerful
wizard, Lord Redmantyl. After spending years in sheltered and
rigorous training to become a wizard, Orlan travels beyond his
father’s castle to the city of Storm Port for the first time since
childhood. During his visit to that city, his innocence is
threatened by dark forces he doesn’t understand or even
recognize. These dark forces are only vaguely glimpsed in The
Wizard’s Son, but their intentions are revealed a little more
clearly in Maiden in Light, the story of Laurel Windswift, Lord
Redmantyl’s niece. An extremely talented and promising young
magician, Laurel is also apprenticed to Redmantyl. She is eager to
learn all the secrets of wizardry, even those that are forbidden to
her, and discovers the terrible duties wizards must perform to
guard their world.
In Sonnedragon, the Norman Empire, which the Northlands is
a part of, titles such as “prince” and “duke” are used by women
who reign in their own right as well as by men. The usage would
have begun centuries earlier when there were first ruling female
emperors who were treated, and addressed, as if they were
v

honorary men. This has some real historical precedence; Queen
Elizabeth I sometimes referred to herself as a Prince of England,
as for example in her famous speech at Tilbury. By the twentieth
century, what were originally exclusively masculine titles have
become commonplace regardless of gender.
I admit that I haven’t provided much historical background for
the Northlands or the Norman Empire in these novels. I’ve
particularly avoided setting a definite point at which their world
diverges from ours, but I have built my ideas for this alternate
world on certain key changes during the Middle Ages. One
difference is that the North American continent—here called
Atlantea—was settled by Europeans much earlier, following the
Viking colonization along the Newfoundland coast around 1000; I
imagined that they kept these colonies up rather than abandoning
them, and the Normans and Spanish sent out their own ships
much earlier than Columbus’s voyage to establish colonies of
their own in the New World and, instead of eliminating the native
population, absorbed them into their own cultures. A second
difference is that the early Plantagenet rulers following the
Norman Conquest held on to their territories in France, and the
outcome of their version of the Hundred Years War was more
successful, so that the British Isles and France have remained
united as one empire for nearly seven centuries. There has been
no Reformation. Another obvious change from the world that we
know is that this alternate one has magic. But this is, after all,
fantasy.
Unlike its European counterparts within the Norman Empire,
the Northlands are a semi-autonomous dukedom. Located on the
Atlantean continent, it covers approximately the area from the
northern edge of Massachusetts, westward along the Appalachian
mountains and south to Virginia. The Northlands are surrounded
on the southern and western borders by sparsely populated
marches to protect it from the neighboring Spanish territories. In
the opening chapters of Sonnedragon, the Normans are not at war
with Spain, but a long history of hostilities exists between the two
great empires. Thus, the stage is set for Prince Margueryt of
Northlands great adventure.
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Sonnedragon
A Tale of The Northlands

Pendaunzel
1953
une
Whenever swords clanged against each other, Mara heard the
ringing of the metal, clear and crystalline, urgent as a peal of
church bells on a winter night calling the pure of heart from their
warm beds to service. This was her service. She was guided by a
higher power when she gave herself to swordfare. At this one
moment, her mind was perfectly clear. She saw herself in motion.
Her instinct never failed her if she acted instantly. Her faith was
that of a knight in righteous cause. No candles, no chalice, no
prayers save those she gave in the midst of battle—communion
was achieved in the strike of blade against blade. The essence of
life lay so near the danger.
Her opponent was her twin: the helm’s curving cheek-guards
bracketed a dash of grim mouth and square-set chin like her own.
The eyes, watching her movements through the visor’s grill, were
blue while her own were hazel-flecked green, but the straight dark
brows, drawn together in intense concentration, were nearly
identical. The Shieldmaid’s braids were like her own—two thin
cords tucked in at the collar to protect the throat, two thicker
ropes clasped back by a bronze clip—but a red-gold shade lighter
than her own dark chestnut. They were dressed as twins: leathern
arm-guard strapped to the shoulder of the sword-arm and fastened
close at the wrist by a studded band; field gauntlets; light chain
mail shirt under a short white tunic; scabbard belted at the waist;
tall flat-heeled boots which covered the knee from the front; brief
soldier’s kirtle. Her opponent’s shield bore the scarred image of a
golden harp on field azure. Mara’s own arms presented a
hartshead argent, one star before its brow.
Left and right, left and right, Mara began to anticipate each
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stroke, to meet each blow before it fell. The dance was reflex.
Abruptly, her foe swung left and left again lower, aiming at her
knees. Mara leapt back to avoid the blade and swung at her
opponent’s head. The other ducked and came up at her from
beneath. Mara had to jump again to deflect the blow on her shield
rather than catch it in her ribs.
“Sweet Jesus!” she yelped as she skidded on the muddy grass.
“You and your damnable traps!”
Her opponent laughed. At every match, she was more difficult
to defeat.
“Ready, Mara?”
“When you are.”
The assault resumed. Left and right, left and right, but Mara
would not be lulled into the same trap. This time, she was
prepared for the abrupt break in rhythm.
When her opponent’s sword swung left and left again, Mara
parried the second blow. The next feint came from the right in an
undercut, then the blade arced to slice down from above. Mara
swung up to meet it with her own sword. She was familiar with
this tactic; her adversary meant to drive her back, to keep her
maneuvers defensive. Each successive feint would draw her
strokes broader, higher above, lower below, until she left her
midsection vulnerable. She anticipated this too.
She broke the rhythm with a circular sweep. Her opponent’s
blade twisted to one side, and she swung down and thrust forward
to the unguarded right flank. Her opponent, watching the blow
fall and seeing that she could not dodge, responded with an
unorthodox and completely unexpected defense. With a cry, she
leapt forward, head down, shield advanced. Mara brought her own
shield up. The flat of a blade slapped her helm. Their shields
crashed against each other, the full weight of their bodies
knocking them both down. A jarring jolt of pain shot up her left
arm and Mara cried out as she fell to her knees.
“Mara, are you injured?”
Kat, her cousin and sparring partner, knelt over her.
Mara let her shield fall and cradled her throbbing arm.
Tentatively, she moved the ends of her fingers then, encountering
no fresh pain, wriggled her fingers more boldly, rotated her wrist,
swung her arm at the elbow and shoulder. “No. Nothing’s broken.
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Let’s go on. I’m ready.”
“We ought to stop if you’ve been hurt–”
“I’m fine!”
But Kat had sheathed her sword. “You’ve said that before.
Squire!” Their nephew Arthur, fifteen and bursting into ungainly
adolescence, leapt down from the railings before the empty
stadium seats. “Remember, you fell from your horse and broke an
ankle at the tourney last winter, and got right back up and never
said how it hurt until it swelled so great inside the boot they had
to cut apart the leather to have a look at it.”
“Honestly, I didn’t feel it.” Mara rose to her feet. It was
spring; the playing field was slick with mud and wet grass from
last night’s rain. Her tunic and armor were spattered.
“You mean you wouldn’t,” Kat answered. “And only three
months before that, you took a bad blow on that same arm. I
won’t match with you again `til you tend to it. You play too hard,
Mara, for sport.”
“Kat, understand this: in battle, we must overcome our
physical discomforts and go on in spite of our injuries. Our lives
depend upon it. A true foe would not be so merciful as you’ve
been this day. For my weakness, I would’ve been cut down.”
“But this was no true battle. Why risk increase to an injury in
play and cripple yourself before you are called to fight?”
“All my injuries have been at your hands, Cousin,” Mara
answered, laughing. Young Arthur stood patiently at her side and
she surrendered her shield to him. “In truth, I think you hold
yourself back.”
Kat shook her head in disbelief. “I’ll never be so good as you,
Mara.”
She was Margueryt Cordelia Diane Sebastiane, Prince of
Gossunge, Shieldmaid Commander, Chevalier Order St. Mykhael
of the Holy Sword of Flame, the legitimate daughter and heirapparent to Duke Dafythe of the Northlands. As first cousin to
the Norman Emperor Kharles V, she was also next in line of
succession to the imperial throne after her aged father so long as
Kharles remained unmarried and fathered no licit child. At thirtyone, she was a vigorous woman in her prime, young enough to
retain her ideals but old enough to strain impatiently at the bonds
3
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which kept her from achieving them.
Elsewhere in the world lived those who would think it odd
that women of the highest birth should take up arms. Elsewhere,
well-bred daughters were raised to perform domestic activities.
Music, spinning, delicate needlecraft were appropriate; games
with sword and shield were unseemly, unfeminine, immodest.
Some would think Mara’s pursuit of the warrior-life strange and
remarkable—if they imagined it at all. Yet Mara and her cousin
Katheryne took this vocation as their natural birthright, for this
had been the way of Norman imperial daughters for centuries,
since Eduarde Victor had named his firstborn Elizabeth heir
before his infant son. A woman who would rule in this mighty
Empire must be able to defend her given land and title. No one,
not husband nor brother, could bear that responsibility for her; the
earliest female Emperors—Elizabeth among them—had been
betrayed by both.
Little princelings, boys and girls, were taught from childhood
that battle waged for the sake of the Empire was their greatest
service and highest honor. For an heir-apparent, this education
was especially crucial. Younger sisters might have the luxury of
dainty pursuits, but the firstborn couldn’t afford to be demure.
Mara been born a Prince. From the cradle, she heard tales of
her glorious ancestors: Kharlemagne, Rykharde Lyonheart,
Robert the Bruce, Margueryt the Bold—how proud she had been
at this legendary namesake! She was a daughter of ancient royal
lines: Plantagenet, Stuart, Capet, a dozen others who had won
their kingdoms through conquest. Their blood ran in her veins.
Long before she understood its urgency, she felt the call to arms.
She hadn’t forgotten the first exhilarating clash of tin when
her elder and illegitimate brother Ambris had taught her the art of
fencing. Norman princelings learned the rudiments of swordplay
as soon as they were old enough to hold a hilt in their two small
hands and Ambris, an excellent swordsman himself as a diplomat
must be, was an adroit instructor. Even today, when he could be
persuaded to spar with her for the sake of exercise, he moved with
admirable elegance and dexterity, but he had no passion for the
game. It didn’t fire his blood as it did hers. From the moment
she’d first held a sword as a little girl, she’d known that this
wonderful sport was what she was meant for. Her first strokes and
4
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parries with the light foil seemed as natural as taking breath.
Her education had prepared her for a military life. She studied
the Crusades with fervent interest and memorized the details of
every campaign conducted against the Spanish by her illustrious
grandparents, the Emperor Eduarde Redlyon and Duke Diana
Hartsrider. She studied the most famous warrior women:
Boudicca, the British matriarch who fought so fiercely against the
Romans; Alys Ladyeknight, called the Last Holy Roman Emperor
though her rightful legacy was never acknowledged by the Pope,
for Sallic Law did not permit the title to descend through the
female line; Elizabeth, the first Empress to rule both Angeland
and France. Mara’s father had instructed her tutors, the Brothers
at Belminstre Abbey, to frame her lessons in terms which
encompassed her interests. She learned Latin to read Caesar’s
campaigns in Gaul. Her mathematics excelled when she
calculated the trajectories of rocks thrown from catapults, and she
gave her most careful attention to budgets when she was asked to
estimate the expense required to feed and equip armies of varying
sizes. Heraldry taught her to recognize the arms of every noble
line in Europe and the civilized parts of Atlantea.
Her knowledge of modern languages, however, was never
more than rudimentary and she could never take an interest in
law. Once she became Duke, she would have councilors and
ministers to see to such dull things as trade agreements and civil
contracts. Ambris, she trusted, would be as valued an advisor to
her as he was to their father.
At sixteen, she entered the service of an ancient pensioned
knight who held a small fief outside Pendaunzel. As squire, she
learned to care for horses and gear and heard exhilarating stories
of her master’s campaigns with Eduarde Redlyon in the
Northlands marches.
At eighteen, she entered the Shieldmaids. This elite regiment
had been created in the sixteenth century by the Emperor Mildred
Shieldmaid, who led a company of noblewomen on Crusade.
Since that time, female Emperors and Princes traditionally
appointed Shieldmaids to their personal honor guard, and young
women of the royal family with an interest in the military
invariably trained with them. Today, the Shieldmaids were a
small force which conducted itself as a semi-religious order; their
5
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warrior spirituality fostered Mara’s own.
On Mara’s first day at the isolated woodland camp, the
Captain told the new recruits: “Learn this, cadets—we do not
train you as men. Do not compare yourselves with male warriors.
Few women possess great strength in their arms as men do, and
the rest of us can only feel ourselves weak and inadequate if we
seek to compete on that masculine basis.” Mara, accustomed from
childhood to wield a sword, had well-developed arms and
shoulders, but many of the girls with her were more sparely
muscled. The Captain herself was slight and wiry. “You are
women. Your strengths are elsewhere. Not upon the chest and
arms, but in the leg. You have abilities men do not: your sense of
balance is better, your endurance in physical hardships is greater,
your reactions are quicker. These are the advantages you will
learn to exploit to become the warrior-maids which are the pride
of the Norman Empire.”
The Shieldmaids taught young women defensive styles of
hand-to-hand combat which emphasized strategy and ruthlessness
before brute force. Even the most slender girls learned to use an
opponent’s own weight as a counterbalance and throw persons
much larger than themselves over their shoulders, to escape a
hold by breaking the grasping fingers or dislocating the
restraining arm, to deliver powerful kicks. They learned to dodge
and parry in dancing swordplay and to wield their blades with
deadly dexterity. Some of the cadets had to overcome a certain
squeamishness in carrying out violent assaults, but Mara did not.
In addition to these skills, the cadets learned medicine to
employ emergency aid in dressing wounds and to locate the most
vulnerable areas on an enemy body, pharmacology to recognize
the plants and herbs which dulled pain or extended the stamina
past the end of human endurance, metallurgy to recognize the
qualities of the best swords and daggers.
The young Prince thrived under such rigorous training. Cadets
spent long hours riding, tumbling, fencing, perfecting their
archery, and more hours maintaining their equipment. No sword
must become dull nor rusty, no leather gauntlet or hauberk stiff
for lack of oiling, no bowstring frayed nor arrow unfletched.
Every Shieldmaid bore this duty. The warriors, their horses, their
gear must always be kept in peak condition; less was a disgrace
6
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upon the entire corps. Food was plain and filling and the cadets
slept in cots placed row upon row in one long, low hall above the
armory. They retired early and rose at dawn for prayers before
their morning exercise. All the girls wore simple woolen garb
which made their ranks indistinguishable.
It wasn’t remarkable for a Prince, female or male, to receive
intense military instruction; for most, it was the usual course.
Mara had always expected to become a warrior, but the cadets she
trained with—noble, merchant, and common-born—were for the
most part misfits and outcasts. Muscular, vigorous, unusually tall
or aggressive, many were considered too unattractive to marry
well or too wild to take a productive place in their own social
ranks. Norman citizens honored their warrior caste, but few
wanted their daughters to join it. For many noble-born and
merchant damosels, athletic interests were boyish and unseemly.
For farm maids, physical strength was valued, but the peasant
girls who came to the Shieldmaids were disinclined to spend all
their energies working one plot of land for the rest of their lives.
They were maids like Mara, but brought up to think differently of
themselves and their prospects. They heard the call to arms too.
They had their dreams of glory. They were a rowdy lot, freed for
the first time in their lives from conventions and expectations
which had repressed their natural spirits. They were full of noise
and pranks and quarrels, but somehow the officers of the camp
managed to guide that energy into useful channels. The officers
understood; they had once been wild young girls themselves.
Daughters of shopkeepers, millers, and rustic aristocrats, these
incorrigible young hoydens became disciplined soldiers.
Shieldmaids were traditionally true maidens; the regiment had
once demanded a vow of chastity throughout the years of service.
These days, however, while cadets were cloistered as carefully as
novice Sisters, older women were permitted to marry or to take
lovers in discretion. Unlike the other maids, Mara meant to marry
once a suitable bridegroom was discovered. That was also a
Prince’s duty.
It was unspoken regimental policy that a royal daughter rose
to command eventually, but Mara needed no favoritism. She gave
her training the same singlemindedness she’d given her schooling
and her fellow Shieldmaids admired her greatly for her zeal and
7
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perseverance. Her superiors praised her. She rose through the
ranks rapidly, from guardsmaid to captain to commander in three
years. Any company she led was eager to follow her. Her cousin
Kat had been among the first troop under her command.
Her reputation was born then; before she came of age, it was
said that the Duke’s daughter was a most remarkable young maid.
Even now, the friendships and loyalties she’d formed with her
sister-Shieldmaids were maintained. The small honor guard of
Shieldmaids Mara kept at the Palace was led by one of her old
companions, Captain Belinde of Storm Port. Even when Mara was
not dressed for sparring or in the company of her guard, she wore
the four long braids of a Shieldmaid with pride.
She was knighted at Belminstre on her twenty-first birthday.
After she had confessed and received communion from the
Archbishop himself, she’d spent the night in vigil in the Duke’s
Chapel at the cathedral, kneeling on the cold stones before the
altar in a plain shift. A single candle glowed in the darkness.
She’d expected to receive a vision from St. Mykhael the swordbearer, patron of knights, or from St. Parsyfal, patron of the Holy
Cause; they would sanction her knighthood by sending her a sign.
This sign, the image of her talisman beast, would provide her with
spiritual guidance. She would take it for a battle-name and bear
its image on her personal arms.
Knees aching against the stone, fingers clumsy with cold as
she told her rosary beads, she recited Aves through the night. She
said the prayer of St. Mykhael, the prayer of the Sangrael, prayers
that were vows of her devotion, prayers for the blessings of her
namesakes Margueryt and Sebastian and for the blessing of St.
Othelie, patron of the Northlands. She prayed for her mother, who
had died that spring. She prayed for the intercession of her
conquering ancestors who had surely gone to Heaven and she
prayed for the souls of warriors who had died in righteous causes.
She prayed that she would be made one of their worthy company,
a true knight before the eyes of God. She thought once or twice
that she dozed, but she received no vision.
At the time, girlish guilt had overwhelmed her. In spite of her
efforts, had she been deemed unworthy? Was her knighting not
blessed? Was she too base and vile in her sins to receive the most
holy sanction? Her prayers became more simple and urgent: O
8
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Lord, make me a knight. Grant me a holy cause in Your Service.
She considered casting aside all worldly titles and possessions
and joining the sisterhood of some strict and secluded order, or
perhaps taking a pilgrimage to Rome or Jerusalem.
She had since learned that many knights received no vision on
that night of vigil. The sign only came to them after they proved
themselves in battle.
In the morning, her attendants entered the chapel. A cloak was
thrown about her shoulders and she was led into a small private
chamber where a copper tub was filled and waiting. Mara bathed,
the warm water easing her stiff limbs and soothing her chilled
skin, then she was dressed in robes of white samite spun with
gold. She met her father in the nave of the cathedral. There,
before a crowd of courtiers, clerics, and other witnesses, she
vowed her undying loyalty to Christ and to her liege-lord and her
vigilant service against the enemies of both. She promised
unceasing generosity to the poor, protection of the weak and
defenseless, a readiness to fight for justice whenever she might be
called by any petitioner, noble or common, as befit the honor and
dignity of her place as a knight. The famous Dentelyon, sword of
her grandfather Redlyon, was laid upon one shoulder, then the
other, and she rose Chevalier Layn Margueryt, Order of St
Mykhael. The emblem of her order, a tiny sword, gold hilt
studded with jewel chips, blade twisted like a flame and enameled
red, was worn on her tunic breast.
As a Norman Prince, Mara believed she had a special
relationship with God and her patron saints. By the divine right of
royal birth, she was obliged to fulfill certain responsibilities. She
was to govern the lands bestowed upon her—now the province of
Gossunge, later the Dukedom and perhaps more—and to provide
for and protect all citizens subject to her. From childhood, the
duties of a prince were impressed upon her. There were things she
must and mustn’t do, things she must know, skills she must
master in order to fulfill the obligations of her place. But, beyond
these responsibilities of any other prince, she believed that she
was also born to a solemn and holy purpose bestowed upon
herself alone. She had a personal mission which would be
gloriously revealed to her one day.
All her life had been spent in preparation for this purpose, yet
9
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Mara had never once seen a battle.
The Norman kingdoms had known peace for nearly sixty
years. The Redlyon’s sons, Kharles IV and Dafythe of the
Northlands, had established boundaries, alliances, trade
agreements and safe routes, and lived on terms of truce and
mutual respect with all nations since the old warrior had put up
his sword. In Norman lands, a generation of citizens had been
born and grown to maturity without knowing the threat of
invasion, the destruction of a city, the famine of a burnt land, the
bloodshed and sorrow and death which are inescapable in times of
war.
In such moderate times, Mara had no hope of waging war, no
matter how just and holy she considered her cause. Yet she was
not the only one to yearn for the historic days of battle. The
Empire was built on conquest. Angeland, Gallys, France,
Skotsland, Eireland, the Northlands and Burgundy—each in turn
had been overtaken by the noble family which had first called
themselves Princes of Normandy. Through the intermarriage of
royal houses and a series of bloody campaigns, the Norman
Empire had grown to become the largest and most prosperous in
the world. Its citizens took pride in their history. Elders recalled
the days of Eduarde Redlyon with nostalgic fondness. Every little
child could tell the sad tale of how Prince Denys, the Redlyon’s
brother, had been cut down so cruelly at Princemarch. Modern
times were unexciting in comparison: people looked to the young
Emperor Kharles V, the expatriate Irish Prince Kat, and especially
the promising Mara for a return to the exciting days of old. She
was the Empire’s hope.
Pendaunzel Palace was no single castle, but a cluster of fourteen
major buildings and a number of smaller houses within the shelter
of ancient ramparts on the hilly parkland at the northern end of
the city. The towers and spires of the great halls rose above the
trees: Hartshall, the Hall of Record, the old castle keep, the
stadium, the chapel of St. Othelie, and the Manor. This last, the
Duke’s residence, had been built from the stones of the original
castle late in the last century and was commonly taken for all the
palace by Pendaunzel visitors. The round keep on its mound
remained intact behind the two wings of the modern building,
10
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though the moat had been filled in and a long, curved portico was
set on the slope before it. Antiquated annexes and abutments
joined the modern structure at odd angles and old towers rose at
unexpected points, but trees grew close on all sides and an
abundance of ivy concealed any awkward convergence of old and
new.
The Duke’s private apartments were on the ground floor of the
east wing; his physician kept rooms nearby, for Dafythe of the
Northlands was very old. Mara went to see the physician first. Dr.
Dimitrios felt the bones of her injured arm, then flexed each joint
for signs of pain before he affirmed her diagnosis: no bones were
broken, but he predicted bruises and stiffness in the days to
follow. The wrist was bandaged and the arm restrained by a linen
sling. The Princes then sent their nephew Arthur to the wardroom
upstairs with their gear and went down the lower corridor toward
the entrance hall.
The Duke’s Manor was built in the most modern style.
Nothing was dim or dismal. No narrow, deep-set portals
reminiscent of arrow slits here, but large multi-paned windows
which let in light. Polished marble squares paved the floor at
ground level; above, the floors were parquet. High arches along
the length of the building supported the thin walls, and numerous
sconces held candles for lighting the way at night. The
intervening spaces were painted white and pale yellow and
covered by decorative tapestries depicting great events in the
Northlands’ history: the brave little ships of Robert Gilthair
sailing across the ocean to establish a Norman colony before the
Scandinavians could lay claim to all the newly discovered
continent; St. Othelie preaching to the pagans in the wilderness;
Duke Maud’s charging through the mountains in the battle of
Bloodecrike; Prince Denys dying at Spanish hands.
As the Princes approached the entrance hall, they heard
sounds of commotion ahead. Someone of importance had arrived.
By the time Mara and Kat reached the open gallery above the hall,
however, they found no more than the aftermath. The great door
had shut. Grooms had taken the horses to the stables. Porters had
carried away the visitors’ baggage to the west wing. All that
remained were two youths left alone, forgotten in the confusion.
The elder, perhaps twenty with silver-white hair falling nearly to
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his waist in a froth of curls, was defiant in his uncertainty. The
angelic-looking younger boy stood close beside his brother—
surely, in identical traveling clothes of sooty gray, they must be
brothers—and looked up and around the hall with undisguised
wonder and bewilderment.
“Orlan! Demy!” A voice cried out from the opposite end of
the gallery and the Lady Laurel rushed down. She embraced and
kissed both boys in turn, which clearly embarrassed them even
though they were relieved to see her. “I saw the bags go by. Are
you come to stay long? Where’s my uncle?”
The elder boy answered, “When he heard the Duke was at
Council, he bid Andemyon and I find our rooms and he walked
away.”
Laurel was Ambris’s wife. She was a young woman, twentysix, and not gentle, soft, nor delicate enough to be considered a
beauty by common standards, but her exotic appearance drew
attention. Natives of the Northlands were usually more dark than
their European cousins, but the Lady’s complexion was ivory, her
hair ash-white with a silvery sheen, and her eyes the palest shade
of gray. She was also more than six feet tall, a height which Mara
envied.
There’d been a mild scandal when Mara’s brother had married
this mysterious maid half his age. Niece to the wizard Lord
Redmantyl, Laurel was the orphaned and illegitimate daughter of
a garrisoned guardswoman and a magician herself though she had
left her apprenticeship to marry. She had arrived at the Palace
dressed like a traveling thespian in breeches and old-fashioned
lace, and she handled a sword like a professional soldier—in fact,
she had been briefly attached to the New York garrison where her
mother once served. Mara had come to love her as a sister even
before the wedding.
As the Princes stepped out along the gallery, Laurel looked up
and said, “Why, Mara, what’s happened to your arm?”
“I had a bad bang this morning on the playing field and the
old fusspot healer will have it bound up all this week,” Mara
answered as she came down. “No riding, no fencing. You’ll have
to spar with Kat and keep her on her best. You need the exercise
yourself, I daresay, after the baby.”
Laurel laughed and turned to the boys. “You must come up
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and see your nephew. Oh, Mara, Kat, may I present my cousin,
Orlan Lightesblood, and this is Andemyon.”
The boys were uncertain as to the correct behavior when
meeting muddy and battle-geared royalty.
“What’s this about a Council-meeting?” asked Mara once the
appropriate courtesies had been exchanged.
“Hadn’t you heard?”
“We were out all morning,” said Kat. “What’s happened?”
“`Tis said the Prince Juan Maria has betrothed himself to a
Spanish princess.”
“God’s Body!” Mara cried. “Marry a Spaniard! It can’t be!
Kharles won’t allow it. Juan daren’t go against the Emperor.”
“What does my uncle plan to do about it?” Kat asked.
“I don’t know,” Laurel answered. “Ambris went over to
Hartshall immediately after breakfast and the Council’s been
talking it over since. I’ve heard nothing else.” She took
Andemyon by the hand and led both boys up to the nursery. Kat
went with them.
“Are you coming, Mara?” the Irish Prince asked, turning back
at the top of the stairs.
“No, I have to go and find Father. If this tale of Juan’s
treachery is true–”
Kat nodded. “There’ll be hell to pay for it.”
Mara left the Manor through the lowest level of the west wing and
crossed to Hartshall, which was separated from the Manor by a
statue-lined avenue. Hartshall was full of people; councilors,
ministers, secretaries, clerks, pages, officers in the palace guard
went up and down the corridors, all busy. All the branches of the
government had their central offices here. Half a dozen courtiers
stopped Mara in her search for her father to ask what she knew of
the Naufarre situation, but the Prince could give no answer.
At last, she found her brother Ambris, Earl of Eadeshire and
Lord High Chancellor, in the corridor outside the Advisory
Chamber, where the Duke’s Council met. Broad-browed and
square-chinned, his resemblance to his younger sister was
conspicuous, but he was forty-nine years old and half a head
taller—as tall as his wife—and the features of his face more
sharply defined. His hair was black and curly with glints of red
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where it caught the light and his complexion was Mediterranean;
his mother had been a Spaniard. The thin, dark lines of shortclipped beard and mustache framed his mouth. He wore the goldshot green robes of the Chief of Council and a heavy chain of
office hung about his neck. The sash across his chest bore three
golden lions, a token that he was recognized as a son of the
imperial family even if illegitimate.
His face was drawn into a frown of great intensity, as he wore
in times of crisis. When he saw his sister, he smiled, but the tense
line between his brows did not relax. “Lord Redmantyl’s come,”
he told her.
“Yes, we just met his sons,” she answered.
“I wonder if they’ll be here long. It’s a most inconvenient
time for guests.”
Ambris’s dismay wasn’t for the boys, but for their father. Lord
Redmantyl didn’t approve of the marriage of his magical niece,
even to the Duke’s own son. A powerful wizard like Redmantyl
wouldn’t forgive the loss of so promising an apprentice easily;
Ambris expected unpleasantness when courtesy obliged him to
greet Redmantyl as a visitor to the Duke’s household.
“Where’s Father?” Mara asked.
“He left Council. At his age, he may take the privilege of
calling for a recess whenever he chooses. We’ve been speaking
together since, but can’t come to a decision without him. I don’t
see a smooth way out of this difficulty if Juan can’t be made to
retract his position.”
“We must stop him!”
“Yes,” Ambris agreed, “or bind Juan’s plans ineffective.”
“What do you mean?”
“If Juan’s betrothal to the Spanish Infanta indicates his intent
to return Naufarre to Spanish hands,” he explained, “he acts
expressly against the terms of Grandfather Redlyon’s marriage
treaty.”
“You aren’t going to go on about treaties, are you?”
Ambris smiled. “Mara, the problem hangs upon that treaty.”
To Mara, it seemed a waste of time to talk to Ambris in his
legal moods. At heart, her brother was always a lawyer: if
allowed, he would baffle her for the rest of the day with Latin
phrases and obscure precedents of international agreement going
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back to the first days of the Empire. “What will Father do?” she
asked before he could begin.
“I don’t know. This situation may be too dangerous to be
resolved peaceably.”
Mara leapt upon this. “You mean, we may have war?”
Ambris’s reply was cautious: “Feeling is high. Public
sentiment against the Spanish hasn’t changed one grainsweight
since the last of the Redlyon’s wars. Father can speak all he likes
of sixty years of peace, but it doesn’t put an end to hostile
feelings. We Normans only want the opportunity to pick up where
we left off, and Juan may give it to us whether he means to or
not.” His forefinger tapped her brow, a playful gesture. “Many are
eager to see the old days come again, Sister.”
“And you?” she asked.
“I hope it doesn’t come to war, but it would be foolish not to
foresee that probability.”
“What would you have us do?”
“It’s Father’s choice, and Kharles’s. We must follow the
Emperor in this matter, if only we had a clear idea what he
intends to do. We can’t send out troops when they haven’t been
requested, nor send them to one location when they might be
needed elsewhere.” He sighed. “The difficulty is that this news is
weeks old. Juan may have already sealed his betrothal in defiance,
or Kharles sent troops to Naufarre to put the rebellion down, or
the entire problem solved peaceably as Father would wish.”
Mara found her father in the library. The Duke was in
conversation with a lordling dressed in dusty, black riding clothes
and the scarlet rune-woven mantle which gave him his title.
Pendaunzel had seen little of Lord Redmantyl’s magic, but his
power was undoubted. He’d defeated all other wizards to achieve
his status as premiere wizard in the western world and he was
therefore looked on as a sort of hero. No other Norman citizen
had engaged in battle this century. And, more than that,
Redmantyl was still a young man, not far past fifty, handsome
and powerfully built, as strangely fair as his niece and elder son,
white hair long and tarnished-silver beard close-clipped in the
modern fashion of noblemen. His physical presence was vibrant;
the aged Duke seated before him seemed fragile and insignificant.
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Dafythe of the Northlands was near his century, but his
bearing remained upright and dark strands of hair were still
visible in the long gray mane pulled back from his austere face.
The lines at the corners of his eyes and mouth and upon his brow
were cut deep, and a fine net of wrinkles covered his skin. Yet
these aged features—mouth a thin-lipped dash, jaw heavy, chin
squared and cleft, cheekbones prominent, brow high and broad,
eyebrows a straight, thick line broken briefly above a patrician
nose—were unmistakably like those of Mara, Kat, Ambris, like
the features stamped onto coins and carved onto statues
commemorating the long line of Norman Emperors.
The royal face. Centuries of intermarriage had reproduced
these same features on many faces with little variation. Royal and
noble cousins throughout Europe bore the same distinctive cast:
the Tsar of Russe, the Scandinavian King and the Grand Doge of
Venice each looked more like the Norman Emperor than any
resembled their own subjects. In an earlier, barbaric era, prime
warriors governed by right of conquest. Today, a prince who
carried the physical traits of these celebrated conquerors might
stand six inches above the average height, large-boned, heavily
muscled, and in relentless health. Royalty wasn’t called to fight
so often these days, but the physique remained and, with it, the
implication that modern-day princes were able to hold the places
their families had kept for so long.
Dafythe was the son of one Emperor, brother to another, uncle
to a third, always a heartbeat from the throne. Duke of the
Northlands for more than seventy years, for all the warrior-blood
in his veins, he was a quiet man of education and civility. With
his late brother, Kharles IV, he had shaped the pax normania of
the twentieth century. The state of the modern world was in large
part his own work, yet Dafythe wasn’t spoken of with the great
reverence bestowed upon his more flamboyant ancestors.
At Mara’s entrance, Lord Redmantyl rose, and Dafythe
brought the conversation to an end. “You haven’t seen the baby
yet?” he said to his guest. “You ought to. He’s a fine little fellow.
Nothing to shame any of his blood.”
Lord Redmantyl seemed to take this as a command. “If I may
do so now, My Liege.”
“Yes, of course. I’ll receive this boy of yours this afternoon.
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Bring him to my chambers.”
“Yes, My Liege. Gramercies. My Layn Prince.” With a bow,
the wizard went out.
The Duke took his daughter in at a glance—mud-spattered
tunic, tall field boots, sling—but didn’t ask, as if her condition
were not remarkable. Why should he not receive wizards in riding
leathers and princes in battle-gear? It was no day for formalities.
He gestured to the empty seat before him. At his age, Dafythe
wasn’t willing to rise without good reason. “You have something
to tell me, Mara?”
Her questions burst forth: “Father, what is this business?
Juan’s to marry again? What are we to do? She’s a Spaniard!”
“Yes,” Dafythe answered. “Serafina of Andalusia. She is
young, I believe. The Infant Raimond’s daughter and not long
from the convent. We had the news this morning.”
“You aren’t distressed at it?”
“It seems extremely ill-advised for a Norman Prince to make
such a choice. It is potentially treasonous. Kharles won’t give his
consent.”
“Yes, but surely Juan will wed without it! It is in his blood,
these sneaky Spanish ways.”
“He is your uncle, Mara.”
“I’ve never met him.”
“Nevertheless, you must show some respect for his royal
blood.”
“Juan’s blood is Spanish royal blood as well as Norman. He
never forgets it. You know he’s played this same sort of trick
before.”
Prince Juan Maria was Dafythe’s half-brother, the child of
Eduarde Redlyon’s third marriage to the Infanta Marianne. The
alliance with Spain was meant to establish peace between the
warring nations. The Redlyon had been ninety-eight, and his bride
twenty-five. Naufarre was her dowry; it became part of the
Norman crown lands at the time of the marriage, but Marianne
had resumed the governing of it after her elderly husband’s death
and it remained Spanish in all but taxation and garrisoned
soldiery.
Juan was sixty now, but in his youth he’d been involved in a
series of treacherous activities. He had incited the people of his
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mother’s land to demand a release from Norman rule and, more
provoking, had written letters to various rebel groups in the other
Norman kingdoms encouraging them in their own subversive
endeavors. This would have come to nothing, but Marianne
seemed to give tacit approval to her son’s schemes. Ambris, then
a young diplomat in the late Emperor Kharles’s service, traveled
to Naufarre to conduct delicate negotiations with the Dowager
Marianne and, in the end, Juan Maria was brought to Paris. The
young man was kept under house arrest at the Louvre and met
with his half-brother Kharles IV in private conferences. No one
knew what was said between them, but after several months Juan
returned to his homeland and married, at Kharles’s direction, a
Portuguese princess of reputed education and piety, and known
Norman sympathies.
After the lady’s death, fresh rumors of Juan’s treachery
reached the throne. It was said that Spanish mercenaries were
established in Pamplona and war seemed imminent. Yet the
young Emperor Kharles only sent a small compliment of soldiers
into Naufarre as an auxiliary to the garrisons, and the uprising
was quashed with little bloodshed. A state of tension had settled
over Naufarre since. Relations between the Normans and Spanish
were never more than coolly formal even in the best times, but all
pretense of cordiality had disappeared. No one expected Juan to
be inactive for long. Marianne was now an aged woman of eightysix and much of her responsibilities were delegated to the
renegade Prince. Naufarre was in his hands.
Mara had long ago grown accustomed to her uncle’s sedition.
Juan repeated his treason with such regularity that it was no
surprise when the latest plot was revealed; like most Normans,
she expected him to be put down quickly. Until today, she’d
never imagined that actual war might be fought over Naufarre.
“Juan may marry without my nephew’s approval,” Dafythe
agreed, “but I don’t imagine he’s foolish enough to take such an
irretrievable step. It damages his own Spanish loyalties. Do you
think he wishes to do that? If he weds this infanta, the alliance
will be in direct contradiction with the accords of the Naufarre
treaty.”
It was as if shuttered windows in Mara’s mind were suddenly
flung open. Ambris had said this too, but Ambris was always on
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about one contract or another. “What are the terms of the treaty,
Father, exactly?” She thought of all she had heard of it in her
interminable lessons in legislative history. “Didn’t you and my
uncle Kharles draw them up?”
“Ah, that is precisely what I sought here.” A loose scroll lay
on the table at the Duke’s elbow; he spread it flat and Mara
twisted in her seat so that she could read with him.
As a border territory between France and Spain, Naufarre had
been a source of contention for hundreds of years. Claimed by
both empires, it had been the object of war after war. In the
nineteenth century, the young Princes Denys and Eduarde had
tried to take the long-disputed territory or, when that failed,
another piece of Spanish land of equal importance. They fought
furious battles in Naufarre, in the Madehef March in North Africa
and, more successfully, in the Northlands’ marches. Prince Denys
had died young, but Eduarde fought on for over fifty years, his
rage at his brother’s death and his desire for revenge upon Spain
unquenchable. In time, the lands now called Princeland,
Eduardesmarch, Uolder, and Jamesmarch were his. His campaigns
came to an end in 1892, when the unbending warrior-king had
simply grown too old to wage one more war and at last heard the
advice of his moderate sons.
The terms of the Treaty of Naufarre, signed by Eduarde
Redlyon and Alamanzus the Great, were stated so simply that
even one with no education in the law might understand: upon his
marriage to the Spaniard Marianne and receipt of her dowry,
Eduarde would remove his troops and cease all claims to the land
between the Eduardesmarch and Iardinez, an area named Terrojos
by the Spanish. So long as Naufarre remained Norman, this march
would not be touched. A narrow barrier of neutral territory was
established; this strip of land was termed the Shieldwall.
Fortresses might be built on either side, but the encroachment of
either Norman or Spanish troops would be considered an act of
war.
“We meant to safeguard Norman interests in Naufarre,”
Dafythe explained. “You see, my father meant to have it at
whatever cost. Kharles and I hoped to prevent the Spanish from
reclaiming Naufarre as well as protect the Northlands’ southern
border by relinquishing all claims to lands beyond the current
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marches. Neither empire can hold both territories at once. It is a
balance of rights and powers.”
“But if Juan’s marriage to the Spaniard takes place, then the
treaty becomes void?” Mara asked.
“I fear it may be so.”
Mara’s thoughts were already turning upon the possibilities.
Grandfather Redlyon and the Spaniard Alamanzus were long
dead, their reasons for agreeing to the conditions of this treaty
forgotten by their successors. The careful balance her father had
achieved was already tipping dangerously. If Naufarre returned to
Spain, the balance would fall.
Here at last was her opportunity! All those stories of brave
warriors. All those mock-battles when she’d raised her sword
against comrades and cadets, dreaming of the day when she
would fight in earnest. All those years of waiting, wondering
when her purpose would be revealed. Now was the time.
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